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To: Mountain View City Council

From: Joel Dean, MV

8/29/22

Attached is an analysis of traffic data collected this spring and summer at North Bayshore gateways. It is mercifully
short and free of computer-generated statistics, scenarios or abstract performance measurements. I hope it will help
you prepare to digest the Fall 2022 Trip Cap Report when that comes out.

Thank you for your attention.
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After Google's implementation of its hybrid work schedule in early April, Shoreline Boulevard has been free of congestion at Middlefield Road, Terra Bella Avenue and the interchange with southbound US101. The interchange with northbound US101/SR85 and La Avenida has only occasionally been affected by brief backups from Pear Avenue. Queues on the freeway exit ramps have been considerably shorter than in 2019. 

                     AM  peak traffic, Shoreline at 101/85 NB exit & La Avenida
                     NB Vehicles/hour from:              Vehicles/minute green 
                       101/85   Shoreline     Total       101/85    Shoreline
2019 average            1225      1154        2379         39.4       51.1
4/26-6/8/22 T-Th avg.   1352       746        2098         47.7       32.9 
Change                 +10.4%    -35.3%      -11.8%       +21.1%     -35.6%

The maximum number of vehicles per minute of green time that either the Shoreline or the freeway exit approach can accommodate is about 50, though it can be (and frequently is) exceeded by red light running and illegal turns. High figures for this measurement only indicate congestion if excessive upstream queueing takes place, which it did not in spring 2022. Low figures can mean either that traffic is obstructed by downstream congestion or that demand volume is low. The former was the case for the freeway approach in 2019 when it was often obstructed by backups from Pear Avenue, while Shoreline was not. The latter was the case for Shoreline in 2022, when there were large gaps in the flow of traffic.

Planning for the future requires looking not just at "last mile" trips counted at the Shoreline gateway, but at the "first mile" origins of those trips as well. Ideally, those would be traced back to the residences of the trip makers. That information is not available to the public. However, it is possible to get a look at the "next-to-last mile" by breaking down total trips according to whether they approached the gateway on the northbound or southbound freeway, or on Shoreline Boulevard south of the freeways.  

Pre-pandemic, many trips counted as approaching the gateway on Shoreline Boulevard actually came from northbound US101, turned south onto Shoreline, and made a U-turn at Terra Bella Avenue so as to avoid legthy queues on the freeway exit. TIA's for 759 Middlefield (2017) and 1001 Shoreline (2018) indicated about 6% of AM peak vehicles inbound at the Shoreline gateway made that movement. If 6% of 2379 trips (143 vehicles) are counted as coming from the northbound freeway instead of Shoreline in 2019, and almost no Terra Bella U-turns were made in 2022, which direct observation confirms, the results are:

	                 2019   2022   Change
        	         ====   ====   ======
	From 101/85N     1368   1352    -0.1% 
	From Shoreline   1011    746   -24.2%
        	         ----   ----   ------
                	 2379   2098   -11.8%

Shoreline traffic needs to be differentiated further according to whether it came from southbound 101 or through central Mountain View. This can be estimated by counting movements at the 101S exit at Shoreline and applying the split to the gateway volume. The preceding TIA's averaged a pre-pandemic split of 25.1% 101S, 74.9% Shoreline, excluding Terra Bella U-turners and vehicles heading to northbound 101. Counts taken on 7/19 and 7/21/22 gave an average split of 32.7% 101S and 67.3% Shoreline, assuming no U-turners and once again excluding 101N traffic. Applying these splits gives:

	                 2019   2022   Change
	                 ====   ====   ======
	From 101/85N     1368   1352    -0.1% 
	From 101S         254    244    -3.9%	
	From Shoreline    757    502   -33.6%
	                 ----   ----   ------
	                 2379   2098   -11.8%

Comparing 2019 and 2022 traffic at the Shoreline gateway is complicated by the Microsoft campus being under construction in 2019 and open in the late spring of 2022. To estimate the effect, a single count was made at the Macon Avenue entrance to the campus on Monday, 8/15/22 from 8:45 to 9:05 A.M., during which 88 motor vehicles entered the campus in 20 minutes, 13 seconds -- a rate of 261 per hour. That does not differ greatly from pre-pandemic levels. Subtracting 261 trips allocated to 101/85S, 101N and Shoreline in the same proportions as total trips yields the following estimates of non-Microsoft traffic:
 
	                 2019   2022   Change   
	                 ====   ====   ======   
	From 101/85N     1368   1184   -13.5%   
	From 101S         254    214   -15.7%   	
	From Shoreline    757    439   -42.0%
   	                 ----   ----   ------   
	Totals           2379   1837   -22.8%  

While all non-Microsoft trips show a decrease, it was markedly greater on Shoreline Boulevard. Elimination of Terra Bella U-turns accounts for only part of the change. Much of the rest may be attributable to North Bayshore employees moving farther from work and commuting longer distances. 64.4% of them are coming from the San Jose corridor in 2022, as opposed to 57.5% in 2019. Advocates of dense residential development near employment centers may cringe at this, but when given a choice, many people will not want to live in high-rise hives. 

Traffic has inched up since spring, but not by enough to declare that to be a trend or to affect operations at the gateway:
	                AM  peak traffic, Shoreline at 101 & 85 NB exit/ La Avenida
	                         NB Vehicles/hour          Vehicles/minute green
        	           101/85   Shoreline     Total     101/85    Shoreline

	4/26-6/8 T-Th avg.   1352       746        2098      47.7       32.9 
	Wed 7/20/22          1439       661        2100      50.0       32.0
	Thu 8/18/22          1416       735        2151      50.5       35.7

So much for Shoreline in the morning. Does the evening commute reflect the same pattern? One evening's observation indicates that it does so fairly well:

	 To Googleville A.M.        From Googleville 7/28/22 P.M.
	 April-June average                        (a)    (b)    (c)
	---------------------    -----------------------------------
	From 101/85N     1352    To 101/85S       1186   1234   1345
	From Shoreline    502    To Shoreline      600    552    441
	From 101S         244    To 101N           239    239    239   
        	         ----                     ----   ----   ----
                	 2098                     2025   2025   2025

	    (a) Uses 7/28 SB trip split at gateway 
	    (b) Uses 7/27 SB trip split at 101S exit
	    (c) Uses 8/3  SB trip split at 101S exit

The only congestion during the PM peak was in the rightmost southbound Shoreline lane, which serves the heavy movement to the San Jose corridor. Congestion was not as severe in 2022 as before the pandemic. 

Is what has happened at Shoreline happening at the Rengstorff gateway too? The same, if not more so: 

	                    Rengstorff NB AM peak trafic
	                         2019   2022   Change        
	                         ====   ====   ======    
	From northbound 101/85   1003    813   -18.9%     
	From southbound 101       453    333   -26.5%     
	From city streets         791    345   -56.4%     
	                         ----   ----   ------     
	Totals                   2247   1491   -33.6%    

Combining the two gateways gives:

                           MOTOR VEHICLES PER HOUR ENTERING NORTH BAYSHORE DURING A.M. PEAK

                            Shoreline Blvd.         Rengstorff Ave.           Combined
                         2019   2022   Change    2019   2022   Change    2019   2022   Change    
                         ====   ====   ======    ====   ====   ======    ====   ====   ======
From northbound 101/85   1368   1352    -0.1%    1003    813   -18.9%    2371   2165    -8.6% 
From southbound 101       224    244    +8.9%     453    333   -26.5%     677    577   -14.8% 
From surface streets      787    502   -36.2%     791    345   -56.4%    1578    847   -46.3% 
                         ----   ----   ------    ----   ----   ------    ----   ----   ------ 
Totals                   2379   2098   -11.8%    2247   1491   -33.6%    4626   3589   -22.4%

Split: Freeways          66.9%  76.1%            64.8%  76.8%            65.9%  76.4%
          NB 101/85      57.5%  64.4%            44.6%  54.5%            51.3%  60.3%            
          SB 101          9.4%  11.6%            20.2%  22.3%            14.6%  16.1%        
    Surface street       33.1%  23.9%            35.2%  23.1%            34.1%  23.6%

It was not possible to include the San Antonio gateway because it is outside this aging writer's shrinking radius of action.

So far, hybrid work schedules have been a great sucess in eliminating congestion at North Bayshore gateways. But it is a fragile success, and should not be interpreted as a license to rubber-stamp runaway office development just because current traffic volumes are under artificial and ever-changing targets. The northbound 101/85 exit is already hovering around its empirical limit  (1440 vehicles per hour, given current signal timing and vehicle-type mix). Exceeding that for an extended period could result in diversion to city streets and the Shoreline corridor descending into its former chaos. The existing network has handled the reopening of the Microsoft campus well. Reoonfiguration of the Shoreline and Rengstorff freeway may accommodate office projects now under construction. If not, we will find out the hard way. Under any foreseeable circumstances, elimination of hybrid work would be a major setback.

How has the pandemic and recovery affected active transportation modes? After plummeting during the shutdown, cycling and walking to work in North Bayshore has risen almost to its pre-2020 levels: 

	                              A.M. peak hourly northbound counts
	                       Shoreline @ Avenida       Stevens Creek Trail     
	                       Bike   Scooter   Ped      Bike   Scooter   Ped 
	7/27/22 @ 101 X'ing     --     --       --       122      10       18 
	7/12/22 @ Moffett       --     --       --       144      10       24 
	7/6/22 @ Avenida        --     --       --       120       6       24 
	Tue 10/8/19             34      3        9        --      --       -- 
	Spring-summer '22 avg.   9      1        8        --      --       -- 
	Spring '22 Trip Cap      5     --        0        52      --       20 
	Fall '21 Trip Cap        4     --        1        42      --       18 
	Spring '20 Trip Cap     22     --        8       139      --       18 
	Fall '19 Trip Cap       40     --       15       175      --       19 
	Spring '19 Trip Cap     12     --        4        80      --       11 
	Spring '18 Trip Cap     31     --       10       202      --       26 
	
	                       Permanente Creek Trail     Regstorff S of CRAG
	                       Bike   Scooter   Ped      Bike   Scooter   Ped
	8/16/22 @ Charleston    70      24       4        --      --       --  
	Wed 8/3/22              --      --      --         6       3        0
	Fri 9/27/19             --      --      --        50       0        0     
	Spring '22 Trip Cap     24      --      15         4      --        7  
	Fall '21 Trip Cap       23      --      17         9      --        1
	Spring '20 Trip Cap     94      --      42        34      --       10 
	Fall '19 Trip Cap      115      --      36        30      --       10 
	Spring '19 Trip Cap     65      --      20        14      --        7
	Spring '18 Trip Cap     85      --      36        38      --        5

If there are any discernable trends, they are shifts from Shoreline and Rengstorff to the Stevens and Permanente Creek Trails, and an increase in electric scooters. While the recovery in these modes is encouraging, their share of total commuter traffic remains very modest. Note that counts of scooters should be kept separate from counts of foot traffic, since scooters more closely resemble bicycles than pedestrians in terms of speed and rider behavior. Also note that if California is ever allowed to implement permanent Daylight Savings Time, it might encourage more bike and pedestrian travel during the winter. There would be an extra hour before dusk in the evening, and the extra hour before dawn in the morning would not push it past starting times. 

Finally, it is impossible to tell much about current transit use in the North Bayshore commute. Counts of shuttle buses were as follows:
	                          AM peak shuttle buses per hour 
                
	                                 Shoreline Gateway            
	                        Northbound from:     Southbound from:                                             
	                        Fwy   Shr  Total    Shr   Avn   Total 
	10/8/19                 16    17    33       40    3     43
	Apr-June '22 avg.       18    14    32       56    7     63  

	                                 Rengstorff Gateway            
	                        Northbound from:     Southbound                                              
	                        Fwy  Rngs  Total       Total 
	9/27/19                  40   20    60          26    
	8/3/22                   27   15    42          51  

Bus counts reflect the total vehicle counts in showing a slight shift in inbound trips from Shoreline to the 101/85N exit, and in showing a sharp decrease on Rengstorff. This implies that operators are adjusting their routes to match demand. Without ridership counts, it can't be determined whether there has been any shift in mode share. We will have to wait for MVgo's 2nd quarter report and the fall 2022 Trip Cap for this information. Unfortunately, Trip Cap transit reporting has produced erratic results. Fehr & Peers reports passenger volumes broken down by gateway, but transit vehicles only in total, which is unhelpful in deciding whether the more far-fetched counts are reliable.

                                        All gateways                            Passengers
                           --------------------------------------   -----------------------------------
                           Buses       Passengers    Occupancy    Shoreline  Rengstorff  San Antonio
Spring '22 Trip Cap         107           537           5.0             42         212          283             
Fall '21 Trip Cap            61           268           4.0             43         157           68 
Spring '20 Trip Cap         134          2711          20.2            113        1308         1290 
Fall '19 Trip Cap           168          3921          23.2           1333        1257         1331  
Spring '19 Trip Cap         177          2933          16.6            480        1094         1359  
Spring '18 Trip Cap         157          2958          18.8            692        1216         1050

Caltrain's first post-shutdown ridership count will be tantalizing, but won't take place till winter. Data for private shuttle operations, which would bring everything into clearer focus, will not be forthcoming.






 


 


 


 


 


 







 







 


 


 


 







 


 


 


 


 







 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







From:
To: City Council
Cc: BPAC Communication
Subject: Errata
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 9:40:35 AM
Attachments: User-friendly Pre-Trip Cap Report 2.0.txt

Appendix 2.0.pdf

CAUTION: EXTERNAL EMAIL - Ensure you trust this email before clicking on any links or
attachments.

Attached are updated versions of the documents sent last night regarding North Bayshore traffic. The text corrects
an error in the Shoreline-Rengstorff combination table. The appendix adds an explanatory note to one picture.

In the unlikely event that this caused any inconvenience, I apologize.
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After Google's implementation of its hybrid work schedule in early April, Shoreline Boulevard has been free of congestion at Middlefield Road, Terra Bella Avenue and the interchange with southbound US101. The interchange with northbound US101/SR85 and La Avenida has only occasionally been affected by brief backups from Pear Avenue. Queues on the freeway exit ramps have been considerably shorter than in 2019. 

                     AM  peak traffic, Shoreline at 101/85 NB exit & La Avenida
                     NB Vehicles/hour from:              Vehicles/minute green 
                       101/85   Shoreline     Total       101/85    Shoreline
2019 average            1225      1154        2379         39.4       51.1
4/26-6/8/22 T-Th avg.   1352       746        2098         47.7       32.9 
Change                 +10.4%    -35.3%      -11.8%       +21.1%     -35.6%

The maximum number of vehicles per minute of green time that either the Shoreline or the freeway exit approach can accommodate is about 50, though it can be (and frequently is) exceeded by red light running and illegal turns. High figures for this measurement only indicate congestion if excessive upstream queueing takes place, which it did not in spring 2022. Low figures can mean either that traffic is obstructed by downstream congestion or that demand volume is low. The former was the case for the freeway approach in 2019 when it was often obstructed by backups from Pear Avenue, while Shoreline was not. The latter was the case for Shoreline in 2022, when there were large gaps in the flow of traffic.

Planning for the future requires looking not just at "last mile" trips counted at the Shoreline gateway, but at the "first mile" origins of those trips as well. Ideally, those would be traced back to the residences of the trip makers. That information is not available to the public. However, it is possible to get a look at the "next-to-last mile" by breaking down total trips according to whether they approached the gateway on the northbound or southbound freeway, or on Shoreline Boulevard south of the freeways.  

Pre-pandemic, many trips counted as approaching the gateway on Shoreline Boulevard actually came from northbound US101, turned south onto Shoreline, and made a U-turn at Terra Bella Avenue so as to avoid legthy queues on the freeway exit. TIA's for 759 Middlefield (2017) and 1001 Shoreline (2018) indicated about 6% of AM peak vehicles inbound at the Shoreline gateway made that movement. If 6% of 2379 trips (143 vehicles) are counted as coming from the northbound freeway instead of Shoreline in 2019, and almost no Terra Bella U-turns were made in 2022, which direct observation confirms, the results are:

	                 2019   2022   Change
        	         ====   ====   ======
	From 101/85N     1368   1352    -0.1% 
	From Shoreline   1011    746   -24.2%
        	         ----   ----   ------
                	 2379   2098   -11.8%

Shoreline traffic needs to be differentiated further according to whether it came from southbound 101 or through central Mountain View. This can be estimated by counting movements at the 101S exit at Shoreline and applying the split to the gateway volume. The preceding TIA's averaged a pre-pandemic split of 25.1% 101S, 74.9% Shoreline, excluding Terra Bella U-turners and vehicles heading to northbound 101. Counts taken on 7/19 and 7/21/22 gave an average split of 32.7% 101S and 67.3% Shoreline, assuming no U-turners and once again excluding 101N traffic. Applying these splits gives:

	                 2019   2022   Change
	                 ====   ====   ======
	From 101/85N     1368   1352    -0.1% 
	From 101S         254    244    -3.9%	
	From Shoreline    757    502   -33.6%
	                 ----   ----   ------
	                 2379   2098   -11.8%

Comparing 2019 and 2022 traffic at the Shoreline gateway is complicated by the Microsoft campus being under construction in 2019 and open in the late spring of 2022. To estimate the effect, a single count was made at the Macon Avenue entrance to the campus on Monday, 8/15/22 from 8:45 to 9:05 A.M., during which 88 motor vehicles entered the campus in 20 minutes, 13 seconds -- a rate of 261 per hour. That does not differ greatly from pre-pandemic levels. Subtracting 261 trips allocated to 101/85S, 101N and Shoreline in the same proportions as total trips yields the following estimates of non-Microsoft traffic:
 
	                 2019   2022   Change   
	                 ====   ====   ======   
	From 101/85N     1368   1184   -13.5%   
	From 101S         254    214   -15.7%   	
	From Shoreline    757    439   -42.0%
   	                 ----   ----   ------   
	Totals           2379   1837   -22.8%  

While all non-Microsoft trips show a decrease, it was markedly greater on Shoreline Boulevard. Elimination of Terra Bella U-turns accounts for only part of the change. Much of the rest may be attributable to North Bayshore employees moving farther from work and commuting longer distances. 64.4% of them are coming from the San Jose corridor in 2022, as opposed to 57.5% in 2019. Advocates of dense residential development near employment centers may cringe at this, but when given a choice, many people will not want to live in high-rise hives. 

Traffic has inched up since spring, but not by enough to declare that to be a trend or to affect operations at the gateway:
	                AM  peak traffic, Shoreline at 101 & 85 NB exit/ La Avenida
	                         NB Vehicles/hour          Vehicles/minute green
        	           101/85   Shoreline     Total     101/85    Shoreline

	4/26-6/8 T-Th avg.   1352       746        2098      47.7       32.9 
	Wed 7/20/22          1439       661        2100      50.0       32.0
	Thu 8/18/22          1416       735        2151      50.5       35.7

So much for Shoreline in the morning. Does the evening commute reflect the same pattern? One evening's observation indicates that it does so fairly well:

	 To Googleville A.M.        From Googleville 7/28/22 P.M.
	 April-June average                        (a)    (b)    (c)
	---------------------    -----------------------------------
	From 101/85N     1352    To 101/85S       1186   1234   1345
	From Shoreline    502    To Shoreline      600    552    441
	From 101S         244    To 101N           239    239    239   
        	         ----                     ----   ----   ----
                	 2098                     2025   2025   2025

	    (a) Uses 7/28 SB trip split at gateway 
	    (b) Uses 7/27 SB trip split at 101S exit
	    (c) Uses 8/3  SB trip split at 101S exit

The only congestion during the PM peak was in the rightmost southbound Shoreline lane, which serves the heavy movement to the San Jose corridor. Congestion was not as severe in 2022 as before the pandemic. 

Is what has happened at Shoreline happening at the Rengstorff gateway too? The same, if not more so: 

	                    Rengstorff NB AM peak trafic
	                         2019   2022   Change        
	                         ====   ====   ======    
	From northbound 101/85   1003    813   -18.9%     
	From southbound 101       453    333   -26.5%     
	From city streets         791    345   -56.4%     
	                         ----   ----   ------     
	Totals                   2247   1491   -33.6%    

Combining the two gateways gives:

                           MOTOR VEHICLES PER HOUR ENTERING NORTH BAYSHORE DURING A.M. PEAK

                            Shoreline Blvd.         Rengstorff Ave.           Combined
                         2019   2022   Change    2019   2022   Change    2019   2022   Change    
                         ====   ====   ======    ====   ====   ======    ====   ====   ======
From northbound 101/85   1368   1352    -0.1%    1003    813   -18.9%    2371   2165    -8.6% 
From southbound 101       254    244    -3.9%     453    333   -26.5%     707    577   -18.4% 
From surface streets      757    502   -33.6%     791    345   -56.4%    1548    847   -45.3% 
                         ----   ----   ------    ----   ----   ------    ----   ----   ------ 
Totals                   2379   2098   -11.8%    2247   1491   -33.6%    4626   3589   -22.4%

Split: Freeways          66.9%  76.1%            64.8%  76.8%            65.9%  76.4%
          NB 101/85      57.5%  64.4%            44.6%  54.5%            51.3%  60.3%            
          SB 101          9.4%  11.6%            20.2%  22.3%            14.6%  16.1%        
    Surface street       33.1%  23.9%            35.2%  23.1%            34.1%  23.6%

It was not possible to include the San Antonio gateway because it is outside this aging writer's shrinking radius of action.

So far, hybrid work schedules have been a great sucess in eliminating congestion at North Bayshore gateways. But it is a fragile success, and should not be interpreted as a license to rubber-stamp runaway office development just because current traffic volumes are under artificial and ever-changing targets. The northbound 101/85 exit is already hovering around its empirical limit  (1440 vehicles per hour, given current signal timing and vehicle-type mix). Exceeding that for an extended period could result in diversion to city streets and the Shoreline corridor descending into its former chaos. The existing network has handled the reopening of the Microsoft campus well. Reoonfiguration of the Shoreline and Rengstorff freeway may accommodate office projects now under construction. If not, we will find out the hard way. Under any foreseeable circumstances, elimination of hybrid work would be a major setback.

How has the pandemic and recovery affected active transportation modes? After plummeting during the shutdown, cycling and walking to work in North Bayshore has risen almost to its pre-2020 levels: 

	                              A.M. peak hourly northbound counts
	                       Shoreline @ Avenida       Stevens Creek Trail     
	                       Bike   Scooter   Ped      Bike   Scooter   Ped 
	7/27/22 @ 101 X'ing     --     --       --       122      10       18 
	7/12/22 @ Moffett       --     --       --       144      10       24 
	7/6/22 @ Avenida        --     --       --       120       6       24 
	Tue 10/8/19             34      3        9        --      --       -- 
	Spring-summer '22 avg.   9      1        8        --      --       -- 
	Spring '22 Trip Cap      5     --        0        52      --       20 
	Fall '21 Trip Cap        4     --        1        42      --       18 
	Spring '20 Trip Cap     22     --        8       139      --       18 
	Fall '19 Trip Cap       40     --       15       175      --       19 
	Spring '19 Trip Cap     12     --        4        80      --       11 
	Spring '18 Trip Cap     31     --       10       202      --       26 
	
	                       Permanente Creek Trail     Regstorff S of CRAG
	                       Bike   Scooter   Ped      Bike   Scooter   Ped
	8/16/22 @ Charleston    70      24       4        --      --       --  
	Wed 8/3/22              --      --      --         6       3        0
	Fri 9/27/19             --      --      --        50       0        0     
	Spring '22 Trip Cap     24      --      15         4      --        7  
	Fall '21 Trip Cap       23      --      17         9      --        1
	Spring '20 Trip Cap     94      --      42        34      --       10 
	Fall '19 Trip Cap      115      --      36        30      --       10 
	Spring '19 Trip Cap     65      --      20        14      --        7
	Spring '18 Trip Cap     85      --      36        38      --        5

If there are any discernable trends, they are shifts from Shoreline and Rengstorff to the Stevens and Permanente Creek Trails, and an increase in electric scooters. While the recovery in these modes is encouraging, their share of total commuter traffic remains very modest. Note that counts of scooters should be kept separate from counts of foot traffic, since scooters more closely resemble bicycles than pedestrians in terms of speed and rider behavior. Also note that if California is ever allowed to implement permanent Daylight Savings Time, it might encourage more bike and pedestrian travel during the winter. There would be an extra hour before dusk in the evening, and the extra hour before dawn in the morning would not push it past starting times. 

Finally, it is impossible to tell much about current transit use in the North Bayshore commute. Counts of shuttle buses were as follows:
	                          AM peak shuttle buses per hour 
                
	                                 Shoreline Gateway            
	                        Northbound from:     Southbound from:                                             
	                        Fwy   Shr  Total    Shr   Avn   Total 
	10/8/19                 16    17    33       40    3     43
	Apr-June '22 avg.       18    14    32       56    7     63  

	                                 Rengstorff Gateway            
	                        Northbound from:     Southbound                                              
	                        Fwy  Rngs  Total       Total 
	9/27/19                  40   20    60          26    
	8/3/22                   27   15    42          51  

Bus counts reflect the total vehicle counts in showing a slight shift in inbound trips from Shoreline to the 101/85N exit, and in showing a sharp decrease on Rengstorff. This implies that operators are adjusting their routes to match demand. Without ridership counts, it can't be determined whether there has been any shift in mode share. We will have to wait for MVgo's 2nd quarter report and the fall 2022 Trip Cap for this information. Unfortunately, Trip Cap transit reporting has produced erratic results. Fehr & Peers reports passenger volumes broken down by gateway, but transit vehicles only in total, which is unhelpful in deciding whether the more far-fetched counts are reliable.

                                        All gateways                            Passengers
                           --------------------------------------   -----------------------------------
                           Buses       Passengers    Occupancy    Shoreline  Rengstorff  San Antonio
Spring '22 Trip Cap         107           537           5.0             42         212          283             
Fall '21 Trip Cap            61           268           4.0             43         157           68 
Spring '20 Trip Cap         134          2711          20.2            113        1308         1290 
Fall '19 Trip Cap           168          3921          23.2           1333        1257         1331  
Spring '19 Trip Cap         177          2933          16.6            480        1094         1359  
Spring '18 Trip Cap         157          2958          18.8            692        1216         1050

Caltrain's first post-shutdown ridership count will be tantalizing, but won't take place till winter. Data for private shuttle operations, which would bring everything into clearer focus, will not be forthcoming.
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